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With decades of experience in the "Land of the Morning Calm", our experts 
know exactly what you need for the best meetings, incentives and events for 

your team, a place rich in culture, history, technology and food. South 
Korea has something for everyone and it has something for you.
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Day 1

o Arrival at Jeju International Airport and transfer to the hotel of choice

o Evening - Royal Court Cuisine

Welcome to Korea and to the elaborate cuisine of the Joseon dynasty. This evening is yours to savour some of the
elegant delicacies of the royal court such as sinseollo (layered hotpot) and gujeolpan (nine-sectioned crepe dish).
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Day 2

o Jeju Island

Fondly known as ‘The Island of the Gods’, Korea’s biggest island is widely acknowledged to be comparable in its
beauty to Hawaii or Bali. Explore its majestic waterfalls, Sandy beaches, stunning volcanic rock, diverse
subtropical flora and see the world’s largest Haizhong crater. Round off this leisurely day with a BBQ garden party, 
Korean style; a feast for all senses as sun sets over the Pacific Ocean.
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Day 3

o Gyeongju

For 1,000 years, up until the 10th century, Gyeongju was the capital of the Shilla dynasty. Nearly 1,000 years later, 
its an open-air museum masquerading as a small, provincial town littered with ancient rubble. Listed by UNESCO 
as one of the world’s ten most historically significant sites, some of its must see cultural legacies are the Bulguska
Temple, the Seokguram Grotto and the Silla gold crown.

o Evening - Shilla Adventure
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Day 4

o Morning – Seoul

Almost flattened by Japanese and Manchu invasions in the 16th & 17th centuries, most of Seoul’s cityscape is
modern. Although its overshadowed by skyscrapers and 12 lane freeways, the city retains a hidden history of 
centuries-old temples, palaces, pagodas and pleasure gardens to explore. This morning, visit the Gyeongbok
Palace and National Folk Museum.

o Afternoon Tea

Ancient Koreans considered it a way of life and the ‘’Dado’’ tea drinking ceremony is more about manners and 
graceful courtesy than drinking the tea itself. Learn the proper way to bow, serve and sip tea in the time honoured
ritual.

o Evening - Walkerhill Show & Casino

A spectacular extravaganza of fine dining, folk music on ancient instruments, intricate traditional dance and 
exciting magic performances taking you on an mesmerizing trip back in time. Try your luck afterwards in the
Casino Paradise.
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Day 5

o Korean Folk Village

Korean Folk Village offers a unique glimpse into Korea of the 16th century. A living museums of 260 buildings from 
the Chosun era, here in a reconstructed farmhouse, residences of the nobility and other buildings of several 
centuries ago, a flourishing community of potters, millers, blacksmiths, pipe-makers and other craftsmen continue
to work as Korean ancestors did. Eat traditional Korean food and visit the work-shops where you can not only
purchase ceramics but make them yourself.

o Evening - A musical farewell feast

Your time in Korea is drawing to a close but one final treat awaits; NANTA. Literally translated as random 
drumbeats, its an exciting non verbal performance of reckless rhythms that dramatizes traditional Korean 
percussion (samullori). But tonight the percussions have been replaced with drums improvised from kitchen 
utensils. Moving back and forth from cooking to pounding their rhythmic cadences, the kitchen crew creates visual 
humor and fun along with a culinary feast to share with the group in celebration of the time you have spent in 
Korea.
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Day 6

o Departure

Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.
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Thank

you!

3F Buseong Bldg, 9 Nonhyeon-ro 81-gill

06237, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, South Korea

Ovationdmc.com/country/korea
Phone: +82.(0)2.6263.2041


